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Here you can find the menu of Niyom Thai in Havant. At the moment, there are 17 meals and drinks on the card.
You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Maura Lorenzetti likes about Niyom Thai:
I had this dreaming my birthday dinner here. the service was great and eating was skrumbling. place is really

good and could see some it is beautiful regular moats. when we are back on the seaweed, we will definitely pass
for another meal read more. What Colin Moore doesn't like about Niyom Thai:

This Thai restaurant is a gem of a one in Hayling island. We ordered some soups, calamari spring rolls to start
with. The soups were flavourful had the right spice note. The calamari was fried seasoned perfectly. For the
mains we ordered, Pad Thai, egg fried rice, green curry some chicken stir fry. The mains tasted fantastic the

presentation of the food was very good. They took enough care detailing on how the food w... read more. In the
kitchen of Niyom Thai in Havant, original Asian spices delicious traditional courses are prepared, there are also
fine vegetarian dishes in the menu. If you love more exotic meals, you will find exactly what you're looking for in

Thai meals, Furthermore, the visitors love the creative combination of different dishes with new and partially
experimental products - a nice example of successful Asian Fusion.
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Salad�
BEEF SALAD

Sid� dishe�
STICKY RICE

Steak�
STEAK SALAD

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Asiatisch� Gericht� - Huh�
THAI CURRY

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Mai� Dishe�
GREEN CURRY

RED CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
STEAK

SALAD

LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

RICE

DUCK

BANANA

PRAWNS

CHILI
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Opening Hours:
Monday 17:00 -22:00
Tuesday 17:00 -22:00
Wednesday 17:00 -22:00
Thursday 17:00 -22:00
Friday 17:00 -23:00
Saturday 17:00 -23:00
Sunday 17:00 -21:30
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